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Abstract

With DevOps automation and an everything-as-code approach to lifecycle management for cloud-native applications, challenges emerge from an operational visibility and control perspective. Once a VM is deployed in production it typically becomes a hands-off entity in terms of restrictions towards inspecting or tuning it, for the fear of negatively impacting its operation. We present CIVIC (Cloning and Injection based VM Inspection for Cloud), a new mechanism that enables safe inspection of unmodified production VMs on-the-fly. CIVIC restricts all impact and side-effects of inspection or analysis operations inside a live clone of the production VM. New functionality over the replicated VM state is introduced using code injection. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of our solution over KVM/QEMU. We demonstrate four of its use-cases-(i) safe reuse of system monitoring agents, (ii) impact-heavy problem diagnostics and troubleshooting, (iii) attaching an intrusive anomaly detector to a live service, and (iv) live tuning of a webserver’s configuration parameters. Our evaluation shows CIVIC is nimble and lightweight in terms of memory footprint as well as clone activation time (6.5s), and has a low impact on the original VM (<10%).

1. Introduction

Emerging DevOps methodologies are increasingly automating the entire development, deployment and operations lifecycle of cloud-native applications [55, 41]. However, with this end-to-end automation and an everything-as-code approach to lifecycle management, additional challenges emerge from an operational visibility and control perspective. Once a VM is deployed in production it typically becomes a hands-off entity in terms of restrictions towards inspecting it or adding new functionality to it. This stems from the risk associated with causing an intrusion or failure with an otherwise functional system that is running production workloads. If this risk can be mitigated, deep inspection of production VMs can lead to valuable insights that depend upon runtime state, and thus cannot be easily gathered during testing or staging of these systems.

Take the example of troubleshooting an application’s runtime issues. In an ideal world, all bugs and issues would be ironed out in dev and staging environments. However, real-world application behavior is a function of both the underlying system and software, as well as runtime system state. Such state is impacted by incoming load, interaction with other running components, system configuration, and administrative policies, which introduces variability in live systems as opposed to pre-production environments. Despite best efforts, issues still arise in production VMs, where access is restricted. When that happens, the only resources available to fix the issue are logs, or, if the developer is really lucky, bug reports or stack traces. Operating in such constrained environment, without access to the actual systems containing the faulty runtime state, makes for an extremely difficult and slow debugging and troubleshooting process. Similarly, there are other scenarios where operational visibility and control is desirable. For example, to catch anomalies proactively, to add on-the-fly new capabilities and monitoring hooks to a running system, or to simply understand how an application would perform under different configurations for a live workload.

Such live VM inspection presents significant challenges. The risk associated with making changes to live VMs is not unfounded, owing to unforeseen side-effects. On the other hand, recreating a given condition in a separate environment is both time consuming and challenging, due to it’s significant dependence on runtime system state. These constraints thus necessitate an inspection environment that contains or operates on the live VM state, while safeguarding the VM from the impact and side-effects of its analysis operations.

In this paper, we present CIVIC (Cloning and Injection based VM Inspection for Cloud), a new mechanism that enables safe inspection of production VMs on-the-fly. CIVIC achieves this in two steps. First, it creates a live replica of the production VM (the source), including its runtime state, in a separate isolated sandbox environment (the clone). This liberates the source from the resource overheads, runtime interference and even installation of inspection utilities and their associated dependencies (‘safe inspection’). Second, it uses runtime code injection to introduce new userspace-level functionality over the replicated VM state. This avoids enforcing any guest cooperation or modification (‘on-the-fly’ operation).

CIVIC differs with existing alternatives that can provide such execution-inspection decoupling in the following ways.
It enables efficient reuse of the vast stock software codebase, overcoming the software incompatibility and functionality duplication effort with virtual machine introspection (VMI) based monitoring and inspection solutions \cite{86, 40, 74}. Unlike most redirection-based solutions \cite{71, 38, 86, 34, 33} that inject in-guest handler components (and are slow), CIVIC restricts all inspection/analysis operations to clones, and does not cause any guest intrusion and interference which would be unacceptable in a production VM. CIVIC enables introducing new post-hoc operations unlike other VM replication solutions, which do not support introducing new functionality \cite{23, 47} or analysis at an OS or application-level semantics \cite{29, 17} (more details in Section 6).

CIVIC employs code injection to achieve (clone) VM access, otherwise restricted in production environments. One alternative could be to enforce guest cooperation by sharing credentials, or granting login access. But this aggravates manageability concerns at cloud scale \cite{13}, as well as auditing \cite{35} concerns by essentially giving direct control over even the source VM. Another access alternative could be via vendor-specific in-VM software components \cite{83, 80, 82, 53} installed inside the guest. Even assuming that this would be acceptable for a production system, such guest specialization still defeats cloud portability \cite{67, 46, 74}. Dependence on shell access may also complicate inspecting or troubleshooting dysfunctional systems. For example, in a recent Google outage \cite{19}, several production systems became unresponsive due to a dynamic loader misconfiguration. This prevented diagnosis using both: (i) the in-system agents now unable to emit data to backend, as well as (ii) login (SSH) not possible due to the inability to exec a shell. Such dysfunctional-userspace situations can potentially be tackled using CIVIC’s ability to inject code and troubleshoot from within the kernel itself.

CIVIC limits its inspection operations to within the clone, and does not target merging the clone’s state back to the source. Propagating a validated procedure to the source is application-specific. One possibility is to push the analysis outcome (such as leak fix, validated patch, or tuned configuration settings) to the source using the same injection mechanism as in clone. Another alternative is making the clone the new source, or an interim source while the original gets updated with the validated procedure.

CIVIC’s execution-inspection decoupling approach enables experimentation with possibly intrusive, heavyweight, or speculative post-hoc operations without the fear of negatively impacting the original guest system. We demonstrate four such use-cases in this paper. The first use-case is that of injecting and running monitoring agents inside the clone on behalf of the source, that are not desirable to install or run in the source VM itself. An example is the buggy agents in the Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) Service that caused severe EBS performance degradation \cite{7}. The second example enables a risk-free exploratory diagnosis for a webserver memory leak. Instead of further degrading source webserver capacity by troubleshooting the leak within it, the problematic runtime cache state gets replicated, and debugging tools introduced, in a webserver clone. The third example attaches an anomaly detector to a live Cassandra \cite{48} service on-the-fly, instead of baking it directly into the base service. The latter gets spared from the analysis’ intrusion and interference, while the detector is allowed more aggressive analysis for improved accuracy. And finally, the fourth use-case shows how CIVIC clones can be employed to perform faster, risk-free and on-the-fly webserver configuration-parameter autotuning. Our evaluation shows CIVIC is nimble and lightweight in terms of clone activation time (6.5s) as well as memory footprint (30MB transfer size, 80MB resident set size (RSS)), and has a low impact on the source/guest VM (<10%).

This paper makes four contributions. First, an approach to use clones as inspection-enabling proxy systems. Second, an end-to-end implementation of CIVIC on the KVM/QEMU hypervisor, that combines the principles of post-copy live migration \cite{39}, disk and memory copy-on-write (COW), peripheral hotplugging, and code injection. Third, a novel mechanism for running userspace code inside the clone through kernel code injection from the hypervisor, which is useful for troubleshooting VMs with a dysfunctional userspace environment such as a non-responsive SSH. Fourth, porting stock software atop CIVIC, and demonstrating with four use-cases its ability to monitor, inspect, troubleshoot and tune unmodified VMs.

2. CIVIC’s Design

CIVIC builds on top of whole-system replication and live cloning constructs \cite{23, 47} to swiftly create a low-overhead clone of the guest VM, that acts as an inspection enabling proxy system containing the original guest’s runtime state. The desired application functionality is then added to the clone through runtime code injection from the hypervisor into the clone’s kernel. This hotplugged functionality can range from realtime operations such as periodic system health check by injecting monitoring agents in the clone (Section 5.1), to deep inspection such as diagnosing root cause of memory leaks by introducing debugging tools into the clone (Section 5.2).

CIVIC’s emphasis on not interfering and impacting the guest system operation, not requiring any sort of guest modifications or cooperation to access the target systems, translates to the following set of challenges:

- **Consistency:** Since the clone is independent in its functioning and can deviate from the source, ensuring consistency requires: (i) preventing possible IP/MAC network conflicts, (ii) preventing clone’s modification to the disk state from being reflected on the source and vice-versa, and (iii) (optionally) preserving process state on clone so
that its inspected state refers to the source’s runtime state at the time of clone creation.

- **Performance**: The performance requirements include: (i) minimal impact on the source’s workload while forking a live clone, (ii) low clone initiation latency especially for realtime applications such as monitoring, and (iii) controlled memory consumption by the clone, limited to only what’s required for a particular analysis application, as opposed to a full blown copy.

- **State Persistence**: A clone is a point-in-time image of the guest VM, and there may be several cloning rounds depending upon the inspection periodicity. In many cases, successive iterations may require intermediate state from previous ones, such as configuration settings, log files, and licenses, which presents the challenge of persisting injected application’s state across cloning rounds.

- **Application Entry and Initiation**: Yet another challenge is introducing the desired application software into the clone. Depending upon the use-case, this could refer to a stock monitoring agent, some debugging tool, or simply a root shell capable of accessing files, listing processes and connections. However, we cannot expect or enforce all corresponding software components—binaries, libraries, helper packages, etc.—to be resident inside the guest. Even if new application software was to somehow find its way inside the clone, since we assume no guest cooperation as well as no artifacts in guest, this poses a challenge in initiating the application without the existence of any helper scripts inside the guest, or the login credentials for clone shell access in the first place.

To address these challenges, CIVIC employs the following sequence of operations, as illustrated in Figure 1.

1. **Disk COW**: A snapshot of the source’s disk image is preserved at the time of cloning, and a COW slice is created for the clone, to ensure consistent disk access for both VMs.

2. **Live Migration**: The clone in CIVIC is created by live migrating a snapshot of the source VM. A postcopy migration technique (39) is employed which allows fetching memory on demand (pull-based approach) instead of transferring the full source VM memory at once (push-based approach). CIVIC does not enforce any restriction on the placement of clones—either locally on the same host as the guest-VM or on a separate host, the choice dependent on user preference, host resource constraints, as well as the target use-case.

3. **Memory COW**: Since in CIVIC’s adoption of postcopy migration the source remains active, we also need COW memory on source. This is to ensure that the clone’s on-demand memory accesses remain consistent to the source’s memory state at the time of cloning.

4. **Disk and NIC Hotplugging**: In CIVIC, clone’s modification to its COW slice are not preserved on its exit. This also circumvents the consistency and management concerns of preserving, merging and updating a previous clone’s disk state modifications to a future clone. This is because a clone’s disk view is based upon the source’s disk state at the time of cloning, which might be different from when a previous clone was created. To enable state persistence for inspection applications, all clones of a particular source are hotplugged with the same additional disk referred to as a persistent store.

For network consistency in terms of preventing IP/MAC conflicts, the source configured networking is disabled on the clone. However, there are cases where the clone requires network access such as for communication exchange (e.g. monitored data) between an application and its backend, and when traffic is partially or fully duplicated to the clone for tasks such as network filtering, runtime diagnostics and performance tuning. For such cases, the clone is hotplugged with its own NIC. Section 2.1 discusses network management further.

5. **Code Injection**: With the clone VM set up, the next step is to introduce the inspection application into its runtime. To enable this, the hotplugged persistent store from the previous step also acts as a storehouse of all application software components—binaries, related libraries, helper packages, config files, and an application loader script. Then, code injection from the hypervisor into the clone’s kernel transfers control to the loader (shell) script, which runs inside the clone’s userspace, thereby enabling the usual OS-exported functionality to be leveraged by the application software. It sets up the clone OS’ operational environment, and initiates the desired application. Section 3.6 details the script’s operations such as optionally freezing the replicated userspace in the clone to preserve its state for inspection.

2.1 Discussion

**Usage Scope**: CIVIC’s execution-inspection decoupling approach enables hotplugging analysis to a live system, but...
without the associated cooperation, intrusion and interference hassles. Isolating inspection impact in the clone allows for a wide range of potentially heavyweight, intrusive or speculative operations like: (i) systems monitoring such as compliance scans and virusscanning, (ii) sandboxing: experimenting with different procedures and applying the optimal configuration on to the original system. For ex., patch validation \(^79\), live diagnostics and remediation \(^69\), (iii) deep inspection such as application debugging, analysis and optimization \(^17\) \(^21\), etc., (iv) proactive analytics such as network filtering \(^15\), malware detection \(^38\), and fault injection \(^49\) \(^45\).

**Network Management:** Production environments typically have frontend networking nodes, like load balancers, forwarding proxies or SDN controllers, that filter and redirect incoming packets to backend systems. This is the registration point of a CIVIC clone (hotplugged with its own NIC), so that incoming packets to the source VM can be mirrored to the clone. Network spoofing may also be employed to let the OS or applications inside the clone keep believing they’re using the same network configuration as before.

**Privacy:** Cloning a user’s runtime environment can raise privacy concerns, but it provides the same kind of visibility and access as do VMI-based \(^36\) \(^74\) and redirection-based solutions \(^33\) \(^34\), or others that operate inside the original guest context itself. We argue in favor of the same kind of trust with the added advantage of guest operations remaining free of any intrusion and interference from inspection and tuning workflows, similar to VMI. Also, trusting the hypervisor is a fundamental assumption common to all such hypervisor facilitated solutions. This trust can be established using a self-serving cloud model \(^11\), as well as cloud auditing \(^35\).

**Generality:** While we implement CIVIC for Linux guests, it is equally applicable to Windows as well as Mac OSes. The only in-guest (clone-side) component to CIVIC’s design is code injection, which has been shown to work for other OSes as well \(^16\) \(^9\) \(^56\) \(^72\).

Although we use GDB to aid with code injection, it is not a necessary dependency for CIVIC. Employing GDB simplifies the (static) code injection procedure such as modifying clone’s memory directly, setting runtime break-points and corresponding commands to execute automatically, as well as locating addresses of the relevant kernel functions (alternatively can be read from System.map symbol table file). An alternative to GDB is to inject code through QEMU’s dynamic binary translation engine together with its Tiny Code Generation API \(^92\). Other hypervisor-based injection techniques also exist as employed by redirection-based solutions \(^38\) \(^86\) \(^34\).

Also, CIVIC’s injection mechanism is independent of the VM’s OS version, using only standard kernel functionality, like the schedule() function as the clone interception point.

**Limitations:** Since CIVIC depends on access to the clone’s memory from the hypervisor, it is not applicable for encrypted VMs, or those protected from hypervisor access \(^52\).

Even with the appropriate access, CIVIC may not be suitable for all types of analysis due to the clone’s deviation from the source. For example, any compliance scans or healthchecks are only good at the point of cloning, and not thereafter. Complete coverage may not be guaranteed during application debugging since not all external inputs (e.g., interrupts) are replicated, unlike record-and-replay solutions. A hardware fault on the source VM’s host may not be present at the clone’s end, which may change the behaviour of the in-VM application under inspection.

Another side-effect of the clone’s independent existence could be when the source communicates with an external entity, say, a database backend. In this case, replicated requests from the clone may corrupt the backend. Depending upon the use-case these side-effects may be handled by: (i) freezing the corresponding process in the clone, or (ii) identifying the duplicates at the backend by assigning a unique IP to the clone, or (iii) synchronously cloning all components of the system (e.g., the webserver and the database) together \(^43\) \(^22\) \(^68\) \(^73\), assuming the side-effect observer isn’t the external world.

### 3. Implementation

CIVIC’s prototype pieces together existing implementations (with slight modifications) of post-copy live migration, copy-on-write disk and memory, and device hotplugging. In addition to these building blocks, CIVIC incorporates a novel mechanism to run userspace code into the clone through kernel code injection from the hypervisor. The rationale behind these operations is already covered in the Design Section. These operations are orchestrated by a userspace bash script running on the host machine. Although our implementation is on the KVM/QEMU platform, these underlying constructs exist for the Xen hypervisor as well \(^89\) \(^88\) \(^59\) \(^87\) \(^90\).

#### 3.1 Disk COW

In order to ensure consistent disk access, on the clone side we use QEMU’s redirect-on-write \(^2\) feature to create a COW slice on top of the committed state so that clone’s writes are redirected to a separate location than the original image file. On the source side, we use a simplistic approach of running the source VM in a QEMU snapshot mode, and enforce a write back (commit) of its disk state before cloning. A better alternative perhaps is to employ copy-on-first-write approach \(^50\) on source wherein the source continues to write to the same disk image as before, but before a block gets overwritten, its original contents are saved to a separate location. Still, the explicit commit step above ensures that the proper impact on the source is incorporated in CIVIC’s evaluation.
3.2 Live Migration

CIVIC achieves source VM cloning by employing post-copy migration (39), that fetches memory on demand similar to the VM Fork abstraction (47) in Xen. We use the latest QEMU post-copy implementation (24), which builds on top of Linux’ userfault kernel feature (5) which enables handling memory page faults in userspace. QEMU uses this functionality to trap the clone’s accesses to remote memory pages, fetch them from the source, and move them into the clone VM process’ address space using the remapanon_pages system call (5).

We make two modifications to default implementation. First, while in a typical postcopy setting the original VM is paused while the migrated VM fetches memory from it, in CIVIC the source is allowed to resume operations as the primary/production VM (COW enabled for consistency, see next subsection), while the secondary migrated instance operates as the proxy clone. Second, the default implementation also has simultaneous pre-copy iterations that makes the clone’s memory footprint similar to the source. Thus, to make CIVIC clones lightweight, we minimize these pre-copy transfers by only allowing the initial state fetch during clone initiation via pre-copy, and thereafter switching to pure post-copy i.e. memory-on-demand based fetches.

3.3 COW Memory

The source memory COW implementation follows the common approach of saving the original memory pages to a holding area inside QEMU on source writes, and servicing clone’s page-fetch requests based upon dirty flags, either from the source’s memory directly for an unset flag or from the holding area otherwise. We use HotSnap’s (22) approach to enable COW snapshotting in KVM/QEMU. This involves trapping different sources of writes to guest memory- write faults by guest, DMA accesses from QEMU, direct writes by KVM, and QEMU-internal writes. Depending upon the source of writes, we modify KVM to either inform QEMU to directly save the existing memory page contents before being dirtied, or save the original page contents locally and send them to QEMU via Linux’ copy_to_user().

3.4 Hotplugging

To enable IO communication on the clone with the outside world, as discussed in Section 2, the clone is hotplugged with its own NIC by using QEMU’s host_net_add functionality, as well as a persistent store disk using QEMU’s drive_add functionality.

3.5 Code Injection

We use code injection as a means to initiate inspection operations inside the clone, to avoid requiring (i) guest modifications in terms of installing helper scripts inside the guest, as well as (ii) guest cooperation in terms of login credentials to access clone’s shell. The basic goal with code injection is to run an application loader script residing in the persistent store, inside the clone OS’ userspace from the hypervisor. We achieve this with the following sequence of operations:

1. Attach to the clone’s kernel using QEMUs GDB stub (62).
2. Inject machine code into an empty memory buffer. The code performs the following operations:
   (a) Save registers
   (b) mount hotplugged disk
   (c) exec application loader script
   (d) Restore registers
   (e) Return to caller
3. Break at clone kernel’s schedule() function.
4. Redirect flow to injected code (replace instruction by jmpq)
5. Restore control flow (restore original instruction)
6. Detach GDB from clone.

We now detail the technical specifics required for some of the above-mentioned steps.

Memory buffer (Step 2): An empty buffer can be obtained by trapping or redirecting control to kmalloc() (16), or hotplugging extra memory to the clone (48; 91; 78). For convenience, in our current implementation, we use an empty memory buffer at 16MB + 1 page from the beginning of physical memory. Across different kernel versions, we found this empty space to be sufficient for the 290 bytes we need to inject code.

Mount and Exec (Steps 2b, 2c): In order to use the filesystem hosted inside the persistent store, the hotplugged disk device must first be mounted inside the clone OS. Achieving this from kernelspace boils down to calling the do_mount() kernel function with the appropriate device, mountpoint and filesystem-type arguments set. Next, to run the application loader shell script from the mounted disk inside the clone OS’ userspace, we invoke the kernel function call_usernodehelper_setup() with path to the loader script as an argument, followed by call_usernodehelper_exec(). The script can be run with real-time priority (51) for immediate execution.

Schedule() (Steps 3, 4, 5): To preserve state consistency in the clone, we use the kernel’s schedule() function as the control interception point, instead of hijacking the system_call handler as in (61). Typical control redirection flow involves saving and replacing an instruction with a jumpq to the injected code, and restoring it thereafter. Although any instruction can be selected for replacement, we were simple able to leverage a NOP instruction (xchg %ax,%ax) in schedule() as if an easter egg.

The injected code also includes instructions to disable/enable interrupts appropriately as needed by the different injected operations.

3.6 Application Loader Script

The previous stage results in an application loader script running inside the clone OS’ userspace. Controlling the
clone now, as an inspection enabling proxy for the source, is straightforward by utilizing OS-exported functionality. Specifically, the loader script performs the following tasks (‘once’ below refers to operations performed only for the first clone):

1. [Optional:] Pause userspace processes (kill -STOP -1).
2. Disable source configured networking (ifdown).
3. Enable networking on hotplugged NIC (ifup).
4. Setup clone runtime environment
   (a) [Once:] Mirror root partition (‘/’) on hotplugged persistent store disk: automatically, via chroot (yum --installroot).
   (b) Update executable paths: prepend mirrored /bin to $PATH.
   (c) Update dynamic linker’s run-time bindings: prepend mirrored /lib to ldconfig.
5. [Once:] Install application software and redirect paths in config files to the persistent store’s ‘/’ sub-tree.
6. Run application, either directly from the persistent store’s /bin or via symbolic links in ‘/’ pointing to persistent store’s ‘/’.

The optional freezing of userspace processes enables preserving the source’s runtime state for inspection inside clone. In Section 2, we show how we use this feature to track source’s process-level resource utilization via clone as a proxy. The need for network reconfiguration is described in Section 4.1.

Mirroring the root partition inside the hotplugged disk enables state persistence, as well as dependency resolution along the lines of chroot jails (50). Application software installation typically involves downloading dependency packages, and if the installation process is allowed to run as is, these helper binaries and/or libraries will be installed inside the standard ‘/’ directory (/bin, /lib). Due to CIVIC’s design, these changes will not persist across cloning rounds. One way of avoiding this is to require all dependency packages to exist (or be installed) in the source. But this enforces guest cooperation and modification which is against CIVIC’s design principles. A better alternative is to instead redirect installation of all software components inside the clone to a mirrored root partition inside the hotplugged persistent store, and to update the linker/loader bindings and executable paths correspondingly. A positive side-effect of such approach is that the source is spared from package pollution and potential dependency conflicts.

The end product of this last CIVIC stage is a proxy clone completely set up for analysis and inspection on behalf of the source without any source intrusion and enforced cooperation.

4. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate CIVIC’s performance by answering the following:

1. What is CIVIC’s memory footprint in terms of clone’s memory usage, memory transferred and COW-ed?
2. How much time does it take to get the clone ready, including time spent during migration, hotplugging, and code injection?
3. What is the impact on the source VM in terms of downtime and workload performance degradation?

Along with CIVIC clones we also create precopy clones, just to observe and quantify the savings that postcopy offers CIVIC in our setup.

Setup: The host is a 4 core Intel i5 @ 2.8GHz machine, with 16GB memory and Intel VT-x and EPT hardware virtualization support. The software stack includes Linux-3.19 host OS with KVM and userfault (8) support. QEMU 2.1.50 with postcopy migration support (25). Guest VMs are configured with 1 CPU core, {1G, 2G, 4G} RAM, and Linux OS {3.2/Ubuntu, 3.4.4/Fedora}. The reported metrics in experiments below (and in Section 5) are averaged across at least 3 runs. The both source and clone VMs (full copy, no page sharing), with QEMU migration transfer rate set to 1Gbps. The host is assumed to have sufficient resources to run the clone VM. For high consolidation/contention scenarios, the clone can be run on a separate lightly-loaded host; the CIVIC orchestration script (Section 3) itself has negligible resource cost.

4.1 Memory Cost

We vary the memory load on the source while cloning it, and measure the clone’s memory usage, memory transferred and memory COW-ed. The measurements are made across three different source memory load configurations: fresh_idle, malloc_static, and dirty_dynamic. The first configuration refers to a freshly booted idle VM, while the static and dynamic memory-use configurations touch about 75% of VM’s memory with the latter continuously redirtying it. We use the stress utility (1) to achieve target memory usage in source.

For the first two source configurations, CIVIC clone’s memory consumption (measured as resident set size (RSS)) is <=80MB, amount of memory COWed <=2.7MB, and amount of memory transferred during migration is around 30MB, irrespective of the source VM size. Whereas for dirty_dynamic configuration, all metrics are equivalent to the working set size i.e. ~75% of the source VM size. This is when the memory dirtying workload is run as-is inside the clone VM as well, whereas in an alternate scenario the process would optionally be frozen in the clone leading to lean clones as in the other two configurations. Further reduction in the memory footprint for host-local clones can be achieved by augmenting CIVIC with a page sharing optimization.

On the other hand, as is to be expected, precopy clone’s RSS and transfer size increases linearly with the source VM size as shown in Figure 2. Note that for the dirty_dynamic
configuration, precopy migration over network can only complete when source’s memory dirty rate is less than the network bandwidth (completed only for working set size \(<=35MB\), in experiments).

**Summary:** CIVIC’s footprint depends upon source’s working set size; for scenarios (such as monitoring) that aren’t heavily dependent on full system state, the clones are light weight with 30MB transfer size and 80MB RSS.

### 4.2 Clone Instantiation Time

Figure 2 shows how the clone instantiation time varies with the source VM size for the different source’s memory-use configurations as described in Section 4.1. Compared are the end-to-end times including disk snapshotting, migration, hotplugging, and code injection costs, up until the application loader script execution inside the clone.

CIVIC’s instantiation time is independent of the source VM size as well as it’s memory-use configuration, whereas the VM size affects precopy cloning time linearly. The results remain the same when the memory load on the source VM is replaced with a CPU intensive workload (syssbench prime computation [6]). It takes about 6.5s for CIVIC clones to get up and running, with the stage-wise breakdown being about 0.2s for VM initialization, 4s for disk snapshotting and hotplug, and 2.3s for code injection.

While the clone instantiation time can be reduced by having the persistent store and NIC for clone operations hotplugged (but inactive) ahead of time inside the source, but it introduces source modification which is against CIVIC’s design principles. A better alternative is to reuse the same clone across successive rounds by only fetching the delta from the latest source state. This would take away the hotplugging and GDB overheads and lead to sub-second clones with an inspection-ready environment. This serves as a possible future optimization to CIVIC.

**Summary:** CIVIC clones are ready in at most 6.5s, irrespective of the source VM’s working set size.

### 4.3 Impact on Source VM

To measure CIVIC’s impact on the source VM, we periodically clone it while running the following three workloads individually inside the source: (i) x264 video encoding CPU benchmark [57] (v1.7.0) with \(~350MB\) of memory footprint, (ii) bonnie++ disk benchmark [63] (v1.96) processing 4GB of data sequentially, and (iii) full system webserver benchmark- httperf [55] (v0.9.0) serving distinct 2KB random-data files 512MB in working set size, to clients running on separate machines. Additional measures were taken to ensure true benchmark measurements, such as using high performance virtio drivers in the guest, disabling disk caching at hypervisor (and QEMU snapshot’s writeback caching for bonnie++), ensuring network isn’t a bottleneck, and pushing webserver to saturation.

Each cloning iteration performs periodic monitoring tasks of compliance scan, healthcheck and resource monitoring (Section 5.1); by tracking open files and connections, loaded modules, running applications, system logs and resource utilization metrics. CIVIC’s clone instantiation time (Section 4.2) limits the monitoring frequency to 0.1Hz. The average degradation on the source’s workload was observed to be 5.2% on x264’s framerate, 1.2% on bonnie++’s disk throughputs, and 10% on the webserver’s maximum sustainable capacity, attributable to work queue backlogging [75] due to minor VM stuns (see downtime below).

In the case of monitoring, as well as inspection that isn’t heavily dependent on full system state, a majority of source’s memory would not get transferred over to the clone (memory-on-demand). Thus, to additionally account for higher-level analysis tasks like anomaly detection and autotuning (Sections 5.3, 5.4), we also let a cloned instance of the webserver operate in parallel with the source. For the case of httperf, during the cloning process both the source and the clone see 5-6% degradation on maximum sustainable capacity. Thereafter, both are able to operate at peak capacity as recorded in source pre-cloning.

Finally, for measuring VM downtime, we use `fping` to fire ICMP ECHO_REQUEST packets to the source VM with
agents - an internal custom agent, a closed-source enterprise-monitoring and a popular open-source monitoring agent - IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (BESClient (42)), and a popular open-source monitoring agent - collectd (31). The agents were run as-is, with the config files updated to point to persistent store’s mirrored root partition for installing the agent software and associated dependencies.

In this experiment, we use collectd to track the resource use metrics for a custom source workload that varies its CPU and memory utilization sinusoidally. The workload gets frozen in the clone, with its runtime state analyzed by collectd injected on successive cloning iterations. Housing this agent (one of eventually many such) in the clone avoids installing up to 77 packages on the source. To illustrate the performance of a CIVIC clone as a runtime monitoring proxy for the source, Figure 4 compares the workload’s CPU-usage tracking by collectd inside the clone, with the expected curve had the agent run inside the source (memory graphs similar; omitted for brevity). Section 4.2 discusses improving the clone’s 0.1Hz monitoring frequency, in comparison to 1Hz as configured for in-source monitoring.

5.2 Problem Diagnostics and Troubleshooting

By replicating a troubled system’s runtime state inside a clone, and introducing debugging tools in it, CIVIC enables risk-free exploratory diagnosis while absorbing the associated impact and side-effects. Since this use-case requires manual diagnosis, a root shell also gets injected for the dev, again useful when source system access is restricted.

We highlight this problem diagnostics use-case by capturing and fixing PHP memory leaks (by recreating bugs

5.1 Safe Agent Reuse

Most companies require employees to run monitoring agents on their machines (VMs) to ensure compliance, check for vulnerabilities, or just monitor usage. Informal accounts from employees highlight their concerns against such heavy weight and/or intrusive but necessary agents. There have also been reported cases, such as at Amazon (7), where bugs in agents caused severe performance degradation for the actual service being monitored. Although VM introspection (VMI) ([36] [74] [40]) can be used to monitor these systems non-intrusively, it requires extra functionality duplication effort (Section 6). CIVIC enables reusing the vast agent software codebase without the extra effort, while providing similar isolation benefits by virtue of restricting agents in the clone.

To provide simple visual evidence, we use process-level resource tracking as an example for agent-based monitoring. We have tested CIVIC successfully against three such agents - an internal custom agent, a closed-source enterprise-

5. Applications

This section highlights CIVIC’s versatility by describing how we have used CIVIC in different settings to facilitate a variety of inspection operations. These scenarios don’t necessarily require CIVIC to operate, but in most cases CIVIC works better than other alternatives as described below (more details in Section 6). First, the VMI-based solutions ([40] [74]) would be incompatible with the stock software employed to address these scenarios. Second, the redirection-based solutions ([71] [86] [40]) would be very slow and cause guest intrusion and interference by running handler components inside the source VM, which is precisely what some of these scenarios attempt to avoid. Finally, most can be achieved by live cloning solutions ([23] [47]) by either directly accessing the clones via credentials/SSH, or through backdoors or hooks installed beforehand in the source VM ([83] [82]). But the former approach hurts cloud manageability ([34]) and auditing ([35]), and wouldn’t work when inspecting dysfunctional systems as in the Google outage example ([49]), while the latter approach defeats cloud portability ([67] [46]).

Figure 4: Measuring CPU usage with collectd in source (top), clone (bottom)
5.3 Anomaly Detection

CIVIC enables a model where secondary functionality is introduced as hotpluggable components, instead of baking it into the primary base service. Employing clones to provide the add-on functionality (such as a diagnostics framework) allows the latter to be as intrusive or destructive as need be, while also isolating possibly conflicting functionalities (or base service modifications) in their own separate environments (clones).

We highlight this capability by enabling the SAAD (37) anomaly detector to be hotplugged to a base Cassandra (48) service. SAAD serves as an example for a whole class of Java-based services that can be automatically ported over CIVIC by using JVM classloader level class-hotswapping.

Instead of users having to patch their Cassandra versions to get SAAD’s functionality, CIVIC enables running an unmodified Cassandra service by adding SAAD-equipped clones to the Cassandra worker pool on-the-fly. To preserve a source’s replicated runtime state in a clone (which will be lost on Cassandra re-instantiation with SAAD’s version), we use JRebel tool (93) to automatically replace and reload running instances of stock Cassandra classes with their SAAD versions inside the clone. Requests to the source worker node are mirrored (either completely or partially), and redirected to the clone(s) under analysis.

Along with the source service being spared from analysis’ intrusion and interference, CIVIC also improves SAAD’s anomaly detection accuracy and quality. Figure 7 highlights SAAD’s capability enhancement in a restriction-free operation mode, in this particular case by enabling debug-level

#45161 and #65458 (60)) in our custom webserver setting. Our apache + php-fastcgi webserver serves incoming user requests for data that it caches from a backend server (a database) based upon time-to-live (TTLs). When the TTLs expire, the webserver either fetches fresh data from backend, or otherwise renews their TTL until the next synchronization cycle. Figure 5(a) shows two different memory usage patterns for different proportion of data with expired TTLs- 10% and 90%, without any fresh data being fetched from the backend. Also, the difference in the count (Figure 5(a)’s bottom-most curves), and RSS for PHP processes in the two cases does not account for the memory usage explosion.

At this point, troubleshooting this apparent memory leak on the webserver VM itself could degrade its sustainable request rate by further polluting its memory cache and/or adding debugging/instrumentation load to the system (up to 20.5% capacity degradation with the diagnostics employed below). Furthermore, the production system might not have the instrumentation frameworks installed there and one wouldn’t want to perturb the environment even more. To enable risk-free diagnosis, CIVIC replicates the problematic runtime cache state into a webserver clone, introduces diagnostics tools, and mirrors incoming requests to it.

In this example, we attach strace to the apache/php processes in the webserver clone to measure their memory usage trends (77). Figure 6 plots the memory usage across time across 3 different PHP versions- v5.1.6 used in the webserver experiment of Figure 5(a), v5.3.20 that fixed one leak, and v5.6.10 with no leaks. Although new data was not being fetched from the backend, simply communicating with it for TTL renewal was enough to activate the memory leaks (caused by cURL [4] reuse) Figure 5(b) and (c) plot the clone webserver’s memory usage across time on changing the PHP versions. The latter setting gets reported to the source to fix the issue.

Figure 5: Count as well as memory usage of PHP processes in a webserver, for different proportions of cached data with expired TTL. Compared across 3 different PHP versions with memory leaks, fixed between v5.1.6 to v5.6.10.

Figure 6: Measuring PHP process’ memory usage via strace. Leaks detected in versions 5.1.6 and 5.3.20
logging on-the-fly in the clone. Such verbose logging is not recommended in a production system since it causes heavy performance degradation, such as a 25.8% impact on Cassandra’s throughput in our experiments with the YCSB benchmark. Similarly, CIVIC enables SAAD to incorporate potentially heavyweight syscall tracing in its analysis while limiting the associated overhead to the clone. This can improve SAAD’s accuracy by additionally identifying anomalous methods, an example being a buggy infinite loop in Cassandra bug #5064.

### 5.4 Autotuning-as-a-Service

Webserver tuning is an error-prone, time-consuming, computationally intensive, and highly workload-dependent task, with over 240 configurable apache parameters. As a final demonstration of CIVIC’s usefulness, we propose to employ CIVIC clones to perform faster, risk-free and on-the-fly webserver configuration-parameter autotuning.

Using the context of Amazon cloud service, the users would simply need to deploy their webserver VMs on the cloud without having to worry about their traffic would look like, or worry about tuning their server themselves or via autotuners. With the webserver live, CIVIC would fork the clone(s), carrying over the webserver’s runtime cache state to the clone (otherwise costly to rebuild, see ‘Instance Reproduction’ in Section 6), followed by autotuner injection, and live request replication and redirection to the clone. Furthermore, multiple clones can be employed in parallel for a faster, more aggressive and less time-constrained space exploration.

To quantify the potential gains from such a model, we tune webserver configuration parameters for the following three workloads: (i) a streaming type Httperf workload, (ii) a Surge workload modeled to represent actual traffic serviced by commodity web servers, and (iii) a Rubis auction website workload modeled after eBay. In this experiment, the configuration space under tuning includes (i) apache (httpd.conf) parameters such as core multi-processing module type, MaxClients, KeepAlive Timeout, ListenBacklog, etc., as well as (ii) kernel (sysctl) parameters such as net.ipv4.tcp_rmem, vm. swappiness, fs.file-max amongst others. For each workload, Figure 8 plots the webserver’s capacity (normalized to the base system configuration) for 4 configurations—base, tuned configuration for the particular workload, as well as the best performing configurations for the other two workloads. As can be seen, no single configuration works best for all workloads, and the tuned configuration for one may not be ideal for the other, leading to a performance range of 13% to over 500% of the base configuration in our experiments. Such extreme variations are not uncommon. This experiment illustrates the need for tuning, and the potential benefits to be had with CIVIC-enabled autotuning.

### 6. Related Work

In this Section, we discuss other techniques that can potentially enable safe VM inspection.

**Virtual machine introspection (VMI):** VMI based monitoring and inspection solutions operate outside the guest VM on a live runtime image of the VM’s memory. However, the runtime view exposed in such a manner is of a raw byte-level form, requiring deep per-guest-OS kernel data structure information to reconstruct logical information. Additionally, it demands effort in terms of either exposing the entire OS like view (/proc etc.) for already existing software, or writing fresh tools using introspection directly. Tools for automatic generation of VMI-based utilities are much slower than native execution, require in-guest training and expert intervention, and still remain incompatible with existing software. CIVIC, on the other hand, enables efficient reuse of the vast stock software codebase without requiring such effort.

**Redirection-based solutions:** These operate from a secondary context such a separate privileged VM or the hypervisor, and feed off of the guest VM’s runtime state directly. This secondary context can be viewed as offering isolation, with access to the guest state being facilitated by employing techniques such as (i) process relocation outside guest, (ii) kernel data redirection to guest, and (iii) component implanting (syscall, function-call, module or process) inside guest.
A major concern with most of these is that they inject handler components inside the guest VM itself. Such guest intrusion and interference would be unacceptable in a production VM. CIVIC, on the other hand, restricts all operations to clones. In many cases, only basic utilities (like `ps`, `lsmod`) are supported and that too with heavy performance slowdowns [32] [33] [36] [34], one reason being reliance on binary translation. In other cases, the solution is not transparent to the utility software [38], which needs to be made aware of a non-standard runtime environment (e.g., recompilation with static linking and hypercalls). CIVIC, on the other hand, supports complex stock software with negligible runtime slowdown. Some solutions require separate OS fingerprinting to use the exact version of the guest OS in the secondary VM [33] [64], while cloning gives that for free in CIVIC.

**Instance Reproduction:** These methods are capable of reproducing a problematic occurrence in another VM, thus providing greater diagnosis flexibility and isolation. These can be sub-classified based upon how the secondary VM is created from the primary: (i) a cold boot over base image copy, (ii) from point-in-time snapshot [81], (iii) live cloning with runtime state [23] [67] [76] [96] [54], or (iv) via record-and-replay [29] [70] [17] [14].

Copy booting suffers from full memory duplication, instantiation latency, as well state rebuilding which can be costly (e.g., up to 15 minutes to warmup caches or load data [14] [66]). As for a secondary VM instantiated from a point-in-time snapshot, explicit state propagation, especially when the snapshot is not recent, costs additional developer effort, resource wastage (idle workers) and migration delays (consolidated idle VMs) [47]. Additionally, both of these categories may miss capturing exact point-in-time occurrences or anomalies. CIVIC circumvents all these concerns via on-demand replication of the source VM’s live runtime state. While other work has explored runtime VM replication (the third category), unlike CIVIC, the replicas do not perform new functionality and are typically employed for reliability and resource optimization such as high availability [23], fault tolerance [76], parallel worker forking [47] [54] and speeding up system testing [69]. Furthermore, they are based on the assumption of direct access to clones, which although valid when users themselves create replicas for self management, but problematic when access is restricted as in production environments. For the latter, it would either require enforcing guest cooperation for login access, or defeat portability by installing vendor-specific drivers and agents [83] [80] [82] [53], even if assuming this would be acceptable. CIVIC instead employs code injection to avoid imposing such guest cooperation and vendor locking.

Finally, in case of record-and-replay based replication, new analysis in the middle of a recording is typically limited to the granularity of registers, instructions, memory addresses, page bits, and disk blocks. Although this en-

7. Conclusion

In this work, we’ve presented our execution-inspection decoupling approach to enable safe inspection of production VMs. All inspection impact and side-effects are restricted to a runtime replica (the clone) of the original unmodified VM (the source). New functionality is introduced on-the-fly using runtime code injection into the clone. By using clones as inspection proxies, and without enforcing access via pre-installed credentials or special agents / hooks inside the original VMs, CIVIC allows developers to gain operational visibility and control in the DevOps automation world. We demonstrated CIVIC’s versatility and benefits with four use-cases. Our evaluation showed our approach is nimble and lightweight and has a low impact on the target systems.
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